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For each natural number n, let a,(n) = n, and if a,(n),..., ai(n) have already 
been defined, let ai+&z) > a&) be minimal with (ai+l(n), a,(n) ... a&)) = 1. Let 
g(n) be the largest a,(n) not a prime or the square of a prime. We show that 
g(n) - n and that g(n) > n + cn 1~ log(n) for some c > 0. The true order of 
magnitude of g(n) - n seems to be connected with the fine distribution of prime 
numbers. We also show that “most” a{(n) that are not primes or squares of 
primes are products of two distinct primes. A result of independent interest 
comes of one of our proofs: For every sufficiently large n there is a prime p < n’j2 
with [n/p] composite. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [3], one of us (P.E.) considered the following family of 
sequences. For each natural number n, let a,(n) = n, and if u,,(n),..., ai 
have already been defined, let ai,, > a&z) be minimal with 
So, for example, if n = 31, then the sequence is 
31, 32, 33, 35 ,..,, 
where the succeeding terms, other than 132, 172, 192, 232, and 292, are just 
the primes. The following facts were established in [3]: 
1. Every prime p > n appears in n’s sequence and every ai > n2 
is prime. For every prime p, there is a unique member of n’s sequence 
divisible by p. Denote this number by u(p)(n). 
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2. Let fY(n) denote the number of a,+) which are squares of primes 
and let fi(n) denote the number of remaining composite a&z). Then 
0 < +o - 4n1’2 - 1) - Al(n) d fi(n), (1.1) 
0 G<(n) < 7+w). (1.2) 
Hence, &(n) = v(n) + O(Y+~/~)). 
3. The largest tl for which every a&), i > 0, is a prime power is 
n = 70. 
Also stated without proof in [3]: 
4. For all sufficiently large n, some ai with i > 0 is the product of 
two distinct primes. 
In addition, the following two problems were raised in [3]: 
5. Can one do better than (1.2) in estimatingA( 
6. For it > 70, let g&r) denote the largest a,(n) which is not a prime 
power. Is g&z) - n ? 
In this paper we deal with these and related questions. In particular, 
relevant to (4), we show that 
&(n) = 7r(n1/2) + O(T(n1’3)) 9 (1.3) 
wheref,(n) denotes the number of d&z) which are products of two distinct 
primes (Section 2). We also show that n = 272 is the largest n for which 
no a,(n), i > 0, is the product of two distinct primes (Section 5). 
Sincef,(n) <fi(n), (1.2) and (1.3) show that 
fi(n) = 7w2) + o(?T(n1’3)), (1.4) 
which deals with (5). Note that (1. I), (1.4), and the fact that J,(n) < 
57(n) - 77(tW - 1) - f2(n) give 
f&z) = 7r(n) - 27r(rw) + 0(7T(n’~“)). 
For each n > 4, let 
g(n) “Zf max{a(@(n): primes p < n112>. 
Then g(n) is the largest a,(n) that is neither a prime nor the square of a prime. 
In our opening example we have g(31) = 35. Note that gl(n) < g(n> for all 
n > 70. We show that g(n) - n, which answers (6) affirmatively (Section 2). 
We conjecture that gl(n) = g(n) for all sufficiently large n. In fact we con- 
jecture g(n) is the product of two distinct primes but for finitely many n 
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(Section 6). Our numerical work suggests that 118 is the largest value of n 
for which gr(n) < g(n) and that 1478 is the largest value of n for which 
g(n) is not in the form pq. We prove that g(n) < 2n for all but 10 exceptional 
values of n, the largest being n = 371 (Section 5). 
Many of these problems seem to be intimately connected with some deep 
questions in the distribution of primes. For example, we show a relationship 
between g(n) - n = o(n) and the order of magnitude of the error term in 
the prime number theorem (Section 2). In addition, the above-mentioned 
question on whether every sufficiently large g(n) is in the form pq is related 
to the order of magnitude of the difference between consecutive primes. 
We show how a certain result of Selberg [13], which says that the distribu- 
tion of primes in very small intervals is “usually well-behaved,” shows that 
the set of n for which some ai is a prime power with exponent at least 3 
has density 0 (Section 5). We use a new result of Warlimont [15] that is 
similar to Se&erg’s theorem to show that the set of values of g(n) has 
density 0 (Section 6). 
We show that the asymptotic density d(t) of the set of n for which 
n + t = a,(n) for some i exists and that d(t) - e-‘/log t, where y is Euler’s 
constant (Section 4). The proof uses a result of Hooley [7] on the mean 
square of the differences of the members in a reduced residue system module 
an integer. 
We prove that (g(n) - n)/n1i2 - co (Section 3). Our proof uses the upper 
bound obtained from Brun’s method for the number of representations of 
a number as a sum of two primes. 
Many of the theorems, arguments, and conjectures of this paper carry 
over almost intact to the family of sequences {b&r)}, where b,(n) = 
n > b,(n) > *-* > hi(n) and bi+i(n) < &(n) is maximal with (bi+l(n), 
b,(n) -*. b,(n)) = 1. This family of sequences is studied in a forthcoming 
paper of Eggleton, Erdijs, and Selfridge. Some other somewhat related 
papers are those by Erdiis and Selfridge [4, 51 and Eggleton et al. [2]. 
2. UPPER BOUNDS FOR g(n) 
THEOREM 2.1, g(n) - n. 
Proof Let E > 0 be arbitrary and let p < n1f2 be a prime. We now show 
that if 
4 + 4 n/p) - 7T(nlp) > 414 - 4plU + 4) + dp1/2) (2.1) 
holds, then a’“)(n) < (1 + c)n. Let q1 ,... , q. be the primes in (n/p, (1 + C) n/p], 
Pl ,..., pt the primes in (p/(1 + E), p), and rl ,..., rzl the primes below PI/~. 
Then (2.1) implies s > t + u. For 1 < i < s, consider pqi . If pqi = d@(n), 
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then &‘)(n) < (1 + E) n. So say no pqi = a(*)(n). Then for each i, there is a 
number j(i) with q&n) < pq$ and (ai&), pqJ > 1. If p 1 ai&), then 
U(p)(n) = U,(f)(n) < pqi < (1 + E) n. 
So say no uj&) is a multiple ofp. Then qi 1 ai for each i. Now Ui(f)(n)/qi E 
(p/(1 + l ),p), so if uj&)/qi is a prime, it is one ofp, ,...,pt . If it is composite, 
it is divisible by one of rl ,..., rU . Hence there can be at most t + u choices 
for uj(&). But i -j(i) is one-to-one, since if qiqi, / q&Q, then Uicij(n> > pqi , 
a contradiction. Thus there are at most t + u choices for i, contradicting 
s > t + u. Hence if (2.1) holds, u(*)(n) < (1 + ~)n. 
Thus g(4 < (1 + 1 E n will follow if we can prove (2.1) holds for every 
prime p < n1j2. Now by the prime number theorem we have 
d(l + 4 nip) - WP) > (6 - 9/4) n/(p lo&/P)) 
> (e - G/4) r.w/log nl/= 
for all sufficiently large n. We also have 
T(P) - T(P/(l + d) =C (6 - E2/2) P/l% P 
-=c (e - ~~12) n1/2/log n1J2, 
7r(p’l”) < pl/2 < d/4 < &W/(4 log n1/3 
for all sufficiently large p and n. Hence there is a p,, so that (2.1) holds for all 
sufficiently large n and all p with p,, -=c p < n1/2. But for p < p0 , the right 
side of (2.1) is bounded, so (2.1) holds for all sufficiently large n and all 
p < n1j2. As we have seen this implies that u(“)(n) G (1 + ~)n, and so 
g(n) < (1 + 4n. 
We recall now that f2(n) is the number of u&z) that are products of two 
distinct primes. We have the following. 
COROLLARY. For each E > 0, there is M n,(E) so that for all n > n,(E), 
0 < 7f(n1j2) -fi(n) < (3 + E) 7r(n1/3). (2.2) 
Proof. Let nl(c) be such that for all n > n,(E), g(n) < (1 + E)n. Let 
n > q(e). For each prime r -C n1j3, we have @(n) divisible by no more 
than two primes in I = ((1 + C) II 1/3, n1/2], since r((l + E) n113)” > t-n > 
g(n) > u(‘)(n). Hence with at most 2rr(n113) exceptions, for every prime p E I, 
u(~)(n) is not divisible by any prime r < &Is. Then for these p, u(*)(n) is the 
product of two distinct primes. Indeed, 
dP)(n>/p < g(n)/p < (1 + 6) n/p < n213, 
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so that a(“)(n)/p is prime. Thus (2.2) now follows from the fact that 
~((1 + E) n113) < (1 + E) ~+l/~) for all sufficiently large n. 
In Section 5 we show that the largest n for which no a&r), i > 0, is the 
product of two distinct primes is n = 272. Now, however, we return to the 
topic of this section. The following theorem shows we can get good upper 
bounds for u(p)(n) provided p “keeps its distance” from nliz. 
THEOREM 2.2. For every 6 > 0, E > 0, there is an n,(6, E) such that for 
a/l n > n&6, C) and primes p < (1 - 6) n1/2, we have 
a(p)(n) < n + p(n/~)‘J~~+-r < n + n1g124+f. (2.3) 
Proof. Let T = (n/p)- 5/12+s. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 
that (2.3) will hold if we have 
al + 4 4~) - Wp) 2 4~) - 4piu + 4 t 4~9. (2.4) 
We now use a recent result of Huxley [8] that, when combined with results 
of Hoheisel and Tchudakoff as reported by Ingham [9], yields 
n(x + x”) - n-(x) - xO/log x as .x--t cc (2.5) 
if 0 > 7/12. Now (1 + T) n/p = n/p + (r~/p)~/~~+~, so that (2.5) implies 
4(l + 4 4~) - Wp) - MP h&/p>> as n/p-+ co. 
Then using p < (1 - 6) n1j2, we have 
‘41 + d n/P> - 7+/p> > (1 - WI d(P h&/PN (2.6) 
for all n > n,(6, E). Now using (1 + T)-’ > 1 - 7 and (2.5) we have 
dP) - ‘+/(I + T)) d n(P) - ‘6(l - T>P> - TP/h? P as p-09. 
Thus since p < (1 - 6) n112, we have 
n(P) - n(P/(l + 7)) < (1 -k 6) TP/b P < (1 - 6) Tn/(p lo&/P)) (2.7) 
for all p > ~~(8, e). Now using the trivial estimate n(p’l”) < pllz < ~$1~ 
and the fact that Tn/p > n7/24, we have from (2.6), (2.7) 
T((l + T> nip> - ‘@P) - ‘+) + +/(I + 7)) - r(P”‘) 
> 7 snl(4p W4P)) 
for all n > n,(6, E), p > ~~(6, E); (2.4) follows for these p, n. Now for 
p < ~~(6, E), the right side of (2.4) is bounded. Hence it follows from (2.6) 
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that there is an n,@, 6) such that for all n > n&3, e) and allp < (1 - S) n112, 
we have (2.4). 
Remark 2.1. It is known that if the Riemann hypothesis holds, then 
(2.5) is true for all 6 > +. Hence on the Riemann hypothesis, we have: 
For each 6 > 0, E > 0, there is an n,(& c) such that for all n > ~(6, c) 
and all primes p < (1 - 8) rW, 
a(%) < n + p(n/~)~l~+c < n + nW+r. (2.8) 
We remark that even if (2.5) is true for some 8 < 4, we cannot by our 
method improve (2.8) very much. This is due to the term ~(p’/~) in (2.4) 
which would no longer be negligible. 
THEOREM 2.3. For each E > 0 there is an no(c) so that for all n > n,(e) 
andprimesp -=c n5J37-c, we have a(p)(n) < pq, where q is thefirstprime above n/p. 
ProoJ By (2.5) we have q < n/p + (r~/p)‘/l~+~, all n > no(e). Then by a 
simple calculation we have 
pq - n < p(n/p)‘J12+c < n[p < q. 
Hence (p - q) q < n, so that q divides no ai < pq. Thus a(p)(n) < pq. 
Remark 2.2. If the Riemann hypothesis is valid, the conclusion of 
Theorem 2.3 is true for all primes p < n l/aVf. Moreover, from the conjecture 
of Cramer [I] (in slightly weaker form), 
liT+tw (P~+~ - pnYhs2 n -c *. (2.9) 
where p,, denotes the nth prime, we have the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 
true for allp < cnl/2/log n and all n > 1, where c > 0 is an absolute constant. 
Thus for these p we would have 
a(p)(n) - n < p log2 n < n112 log n. (2.10) 
We now turn to an improvement of Theorem 2.1. Let E(x) be a concave 
function for all x > x0 such that 
I 7r(x) - UWI d W4 for all x > x0 . 
We omit the details, but following the proof of Theorem 2.1 for the case 
p > tW/2 and the proof of Theorem 2.2 for the case p < n112/2, we have 
the following. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Given E as above, there is a constant c such that for all 
n > 4 we have 
g(n) < n + cn3/ylog n)l12 (E(n1/2))1p. 
Remark 2.3. Since it is known [14, Chap. V] that we can take 
E(x) = clx - exp(-c,(log x)316 (loglog x)-l15), 
where c1 , c2 > 0 are constants, we have for all n > 4 
g(n) -c n + cfl * exp(-c,(log n)3/5 (loglog n)-‘i5), (2.11) 
where cg , cq > 0 are constants. If the Riemann hypothesis is true, it would 
follow that we can take E(x) = CX~/~ log x, so that in this case we would have 
It:i{known [lo] that 
g(n) - n < n7i8 log n. (2.12) 
E(x) # o(xli2 logloglog x/log x), 
so no improvement in the error term in the prime number theorem could 
establish by our methods that g(n) - n < n’/*. 
Remark 2.4. Although we cannot do better than (2.11) for all II, one 
might try to do better for infinitely many n. In particular, is 
liT+inf log(g(n) - n)/log n < 1 ? 
At present we cannot answer this question (see Remark 3.2 and Fig. 1). 
Remark 2.5. Let 02 be the set of all subsets A of the natural numbers 
such that the terms in A are pairwise relatively prime and such that each 
prime divides some member of A. For each n > 4 let 
g(A, n) “zf max(\ a - n I: a E A and 3 prime p < n1j2 3 p I a{, 
G(n) z’min{ g(A, n): A E Cl}. 
For each II, let A(n) = {a,,(n), a,(n),...}. Then A(n) E CY and g(A(n), n) -2 
g(n) - II if n > 4. Hence g(n) - n >, G(n). Thus from (2.11) we have 
G(n) < n - exp(-c,(log n)3/5 (loglog n)-l/j). (2.13) 
We cannot do better than (2.13), not even for infinitely many n. From 
(2.12) we would have G(n) < n7i8 log n if the Riemann hypothesis holds. 
But we conjecture that G(n) < n l 1 2+E for every f > 0 (compare with Remark 
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3.2). It will follow from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that there is a constant 
c > 0 such that 
G(n) > cdl2 log n 
for all sufficiently large n. 
3. LOWER BOUNDS FOR g(B) 
Because of the many constants in this section, we have numbered them 
Cl ) c2 ,... . From the corollary to Theorem 2.1 we easily obtain 
g(n) > n + qd/2/log n (3.1) 
for all large n where cI > 0 is a constant. The following short argument 
removes the “log n”: Let E > 0 be small and suppose that g(n) < n + d/2. 
The set {a(“)(n): p < n1’2> lies in [n, n + an1/2) and has cardinality asymptotic 
to 7r(n1i2) (again using the corollary to Theorem 2.1). Delete from this set 
those G’(n) with p < dia. The cardinality of the resulting set is still asymp- 
totic to z+&z). Also, this set still lies in [n, n + d/2) and its members are 
not divisible by any prime up to nl/*. By Brun’s method, an upper bound for 
its cardinality is c2 E rN2/log n J l 2. Hence we cannot choose E < l/c? . This 
proves that 
g(n) > n + c3n1/2 
for all large n, where c, > 0 is a constant. 
We now show that (g(n) - nQN2 tends to infinity. 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a constant c, > 0 such that for all large n 
g(n) > n + c4n112 log n. 
Proof. Let n be large. Consider the function 
F(x) = x + [n/x] - [2n1/2] 
defined for integers x E [l, n112). Then F(X) is integer valued and decreasing 
(but not strictly). Say j = F(x,) > Q,, + 1). Then define bj = x0 + l/2. 
We have 
x + [n/x] = LW21 + .i for integers x E (b,,, , bj). (3.2) 
Let m be maximal, so that 
n1i2 > b, > b, > *a* > b m > nV2 - $13 
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We note that 
112 - ill/6 > 6 - bi+l 
- $nl/4j-l/2 for 1 <j <m - 1, 
n112 - b, < n114, b, - nliz + n1i3 < n1i6. 
(3.3) 
Let E > 0 be small and let 1 = [C log n]. Assume that g(n) ==c n + (t - 1) n1i2. 
We shall show that this assumption leads to a contradiction. For every prime 
p E (n1i2 - r~‘/~, r@) with p 7 n, we have 
a%> = PWPI + 9 for some i, 1 < i f t. (3.4) 
We now consider a subset S of these primes: S is the set of primes p for 
which p T n, dP)(n)/p is prime, and b, <p < b, . If d@(n)/p is composite, 
it is divisible by a prime q < 2n1/4, so the number of suchp is less than n114. 
Then from (2.5) and (3.3) we have 
1 S 1 = (2 + o(1)) n1j3/log n, (3.5) 
where j S ) denotes the cardinality of 5’. 
Let 1 < j < m - 1 and suppose p E (bj,, , b,) n S is prime. Then by 
(3.4) we have q = [n/p] + i prime for some i, 1 d i d t, and so by (3.2), 
p + q = [2n1/2] + i + j. (3.6) 
By Brun’s method we have for fixed j, i that the number of primes 
P E (b,+l 9 b,) for which there is a prime q satisfying (3.6) is at most 
c& - b,+d [2n9 + i +j 
log2(bj - b,+l> . rp([2n1/2] + i + j) ’ 
where cg is an absolute constant. Hence using (3.3) we have 
,  s ,  (  (18 + 41)) @/4 i mfl [2n112] + i + j 
log2 n i=l j=l j1’2y([2n1/21 + i +.i) . (3.7) 
Similar to the old result of Landau, Cssz I/q@) - c6 log x, we can prove 
1 s/q@) = C& + qog x). 
=3 
Hence (using m - nlrg) 
772-l 
c 
[2~‘/~] + i + ,j 
j=l .i1/2v([2n1/21 + i +-j) = Cc@ + o(l% W(m -  l)l” 
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,llO 
= c@ll= + 0 
1 




m m1,2 y-l/” dy + 0 
(1 m1/2 
y- log n dy) 
Thus from (3.7) we have 




so that there is a constant c, with 
1 S 1 -c c,tn11S/log2 n < c,&/3/log n. 
This upper bound contradicts (3.5) if E is sufficiently small. 
Hence our assumption that g(n) -C n + (t - 1) n1j2 is false, and so 
g(n) 3 n + (t - 1) n112 > n + $cn112 log n. 
This proves our theorem. 
Remark 3.1. Using a method similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we 
can show that if c > 0 is sufficiently small then a positive proportion of the 
primes in (n1/2 - nlla, n1i2) do not have a multiple in [n, n + 413. No 
doubt this is true for a positive proportion of all the primes up to n112. 
That is, we conjecture that for a positive proportion P(E) ofp < rV we have 
n/p - b/PI 2 E, where E > 0 is fixed, but small. In fact we conjecture that 
p(e) is continuous, monotonic, and that p(O+) = 1, p(l-) = 0. The same 
should be true if we replace ‘W2” in the definition ofp(E) with “nc” for any c 
with 0 < c < 4 . The method of proof of Theorem 3.1 also demonstrates that 
for almost all primes p E (nllz - n1/3, n1j2), we have [n/p] composite. We 
conjecture that, except for o(4n112)) primes p < n1j2, [n/p] is composite. 
Theorem 3.1 is not best possible for all n. Indeed we have 
THEOREM 3.2, There is a constant c, > 0 such that, for injm’tely many n, 
we have 
g(n) > n + csn1/2(log n)(loglog n)(loglogloglog n)(logloglog n)-“. 
Proof. From Rankin [ll], we know that for each r > eb*, there is a 
sequence of at least 
u(r) zf csr(log2 r)(logloglog r)(loglog r)-* 
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consecutive integers, each divisible by one of the first r primes. Let 
m, E [0, P,] be 1 less than the first member of Rankin’s string, where P, 
denotes the product of the first I primes. Then 
Cm, PA = 1, Cm, + i, P,) > 1 for 1 < i < cd(r). (3.8) 
Let p denote the tist prime in the arithmetic progression m, (mod PC) 
for whichp > P, . Thenp is either the first or second prime in the progression. 
By a theorem of Fogels [6] generalizing Linnik’s well-known work, there is an 
absolute constant cl,, so that p < P:lo. Let x be such that if 
n=pz+x 
then P, ) n and 0 < x < P, < p. Finally, let i be such that @(n) = p(p + i). 
Since p E m, (mod Pr) and P, 1 n, we see by (3.8) that i > a(r). Hence, 
g(n) 3 a(P)(n) > p2 + pa(r) > n + gtl%(r). (3.9) 
Now note that log P, - r log r, so that n -C 2p2 < 2P70 implies 
r > cl1 log n/loglog n, (3.10) 
where cl1 > 0 is a constant. Our theorem follows from (3.9) and (3.10). 
Remark 3.2. Let 
h(n) 2’ log(g(*) - qog n. 
From Theorem 3.1 we have h(n) > 4 for all but finitely many n. We can show 
that the problem of finding the largest n for which h(n) < $ is effectively 
computable. We have not rigorously determined this value of n, but our 
numerical work suggests that it is 1331. We have computed h(n) for every 
n d 27,500 and for many other larger values of n. These data suggest that 
n = 4366 is the largest n for which h(n) < 0.6. The largest n we found with 
h(n) > 0.95 was n = 12,834, We cannot prove h(n) has any limit points 
exceeding 3 (compare with Remark 2.4). All we know for sure is that all the 
limit points of h(n) lie in [’ , 11. From (2.12) we would have all limit points in 
[$ ,$+I if the Riemann hypothesis is true. Let 
01 = liT+$f h(n), /3 = lirn+Fp h(n). 
Our numerical work suggests that cy. > 4 ; perhaps 01 is as large as 3 . We 
also believe that /3 is near $ . For OL < x < /3, let 6(x) denote the asymptotic 
density of the set of n for which h(n) < x. We conjecture that S(x) exists 
for each x, 6(x) is monotonic and continuous, and that 6(01) = 0, a@) = 1. 
In Fig. 1, we have three numerical experiments recorded that may approxi- 
mate the graph of 6(x). 
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EXPERIMENT 1. We computed h(n) for every IZ E (104, 2 x 104] = 1,. 
A point (x, JJ) on the dotted curve in Fig. 1 means that y/10* of the n E 1, 
have h(n) < x. 
EXPERIMENT 2. We computed h(n) for one random IZ in each consecutive 
subinterval of length 10 in (105, 2 x 105] = I, . The dashed curve represents 
the approximate distribution of h(n) for iz E I, . 
EXPERIMENT 3. We computed h(n) for one random n in each consecutive 
subinterval of length 1000 in (106, 2 x 106] = I3 . The solid curve in Fig. I 
represents the approximate distribution of h(n) for y1 E 1, . 
4. THE SIZE OF u(*)(n) FOR FIXED p 
We now say a word about fixed p: If p is a fixed prime, what can be said 
about u(p)(n) as n -+ co ? If p = 2, we meet with immediate success, for 
a@)(n) = n or n + 1. But already for p = 3 we have a difficult problem. 
It is clear from Theorem 2.2 that @J(n) < n + n7/12+r for every E > 0 
and every IZ > n,(c). Moreover if Cramer’s conjecture is true, Remark 2.2 
gives us ac3)(n) - n < log2 n. On the other hand, if n is the product of the 
primes p < x with p = 2 (mod 3) and if n = 1 (mod 3) then u(~+z) > n + X. 
This proves there are infinitely many n for which 
a(3)(n) > n + c log n, 
where c > 0 is a constant. No doubt this can be improved slightly using a 
Rankin-type result, as in Theorem 3.2. These comments for the case p = 3 
can be generalized easily for any odd prime. 
For each integer t > 0, let Mt = P,,u) denote the product of the primes 
up to f. Let p be an odd prime. It is possible to determine whether u(p)(n) > 
n + t solely by considering to what class n belongs modulo pkf, . Moreover, 
there is at least one of these classes for which &+z) > n + t, namely, 
if p / n - I and n is divisible by every other prime up to t. Hence D(p, t), 
the asymptotic density of the set of n for which u(p)(n) > n + t, exists 
and is positive. In the next theorem we shall in addition insist that n is in a 
fixed residue class modulo p. 
THEOREM 4.1. For each two integers t 3 2, a, and each odd prime p, 
let D(p, t, a) denote the asymptotic density of the set of n = a (modp), with 
aYn) > n f t. Then there is an absolute constant c such that 
D(p, t, a) < c log2 t/t. 
We shall use the following: 
641/10/4-6 
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LEMMA. There is an absolute constant c’ such that for any y > 1, t > 2, 
we have 
, 
f(Y, t> < ax2 O/Y. 
Here f( y, t) denotes the asymptotic density of the set of n with each n + i, 
0 < i < y, divisible by a prime not exceeding t. 
Proof. LetN=M,andletl=b,<b,<~*~<bm~N)=N-l bethe 
integers in [I, NJ relatively prime to N. Say (n + i, N) > 1 for each i, 
0 < i < y. Then every n’ E n (mod N) has the same property, so we shall 
assume that 0 < n < N. It is clear that 1 < n < N - 1, so that there is 
some j with bj < n < bj+l . Hence, bj+l - bj > b,+l - n > y. Thus the 
number of such n ,( N is less than 
1’ be1 - bj < $1’ Vi+1 - M2 G f “;-’ (b,+l - bi)2 < $ N(loglog N)“, 
31 
where C’ denotes the sum over all bj+l - b, > y and where for the last 
inequality, we use a theorem of Hooley [7] (c” is an absolute constant). 
The lemma now follows, since loglog N - log t. 
We note that Hooley’s is not the best result known on the mean square 
gaps in a reduced residue system. Certain improvements have been obtained 
independently by Hausman and Shapiro [16] and Norton [18]. These 
improvements, however, do not appear to be of help in a possible strength- 
ening of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since we trivially have D(p, t, a) < l/p, we may 
assume that t 3 3p. Say a(p)(n) > n + t. Let m = [n/p] + 1 and let m + y = 
[(n + t)/p]. Then y > 1. Say that for some i, 1 < i < y, m + i is divisible 
by no prime up to t. Then a(p)(n) < (m + i)p < n + t, contradicting our 
assumption. Thus by the lemma, 
1 c’ log2 t 
D(P, t, a) <p 
1 C’ log2 t .p<-.----- \( 3c’ log2 t 
Y P VP - 2 t ’ 
which proves our theorem. 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 implies that for each prime p, D(p, t) < 
cp(log2 t)/t, so that lim,,, D(p, t) = 0. Thus for each E > 0, there is a 
t = t(c, p) such that a(p)(n) < n + t but for a set of n of density at most E. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let d(t) denote the asymptotic density of the set of n for 
which a&) = n + t for some i. Then (y is Euler’s constant) 
d(t) - e-y/log t as t--,03. 
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Proof. We first observe that whether a&) = n + t for some i is deter- 
mined solely by what class n is in modulo Mt , so that d(t) exists. Moreover, 
if (n + t, M,) = 1, then n + t = a<(n) for some i. Hence 
c/((t) > n (1 - I/p) N e-y/log t 
Lw 
by Mertens’ theorem. Now assume that n + t = ai(n) for some i. Either 
n f t is divisible by a prime p < t/log3 f or not. For p in the former case 
we have, by definition, a(*)(n) = n + f. Hence by Theorem 4.1 the asymptotic 
density of such n is at most 
D(p, t - 1, -t) < c logZ(t - l)/(t - 1). 
Then summing over p < t/log3 t and considering n in the latter case, 
a) < 
c 1ogyt - 1) 
r-l +&). I-I (1 -l/P)-&. 
P<t/10g8t 
since the first term is O(l/log2 t). This completes the proof of our theorem. 
Remark 4.2. Even though Theorem 4.2 shows that d(t) -+ 0 as t + cc, 
the local behavior of d(t) is probably irregular. The values of d(t) for 
0 < t < 11 are 1, 1, l/2, l/3, l/3, 2/5, 4115, 217, 2/7, l/3, 4/15, 2111. 
5. MULTIPLICATIVE PROPERTIES OF THE q(n) 
Our first goal is to show that n = 272 is the largest n such that a,(n) is 
never the product of two distinct primes for all i > 0. To show this, the 
following result of independent interest will be useful. 
THEOREM 5.1. Thesetofnforwhichg(n) >2nis{10,27,51,52,151, 152, 
170, 367, 368, 3711. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we see that g(n) < 2n will follow 
if for every prime p -=c n1/2 we have 
+/p> + x(p) + 4~~‘~) < +nlp) + 74pP). 
We consider separately the following cases: 
(i) 9n1/2/10 f p < rW, 
(ii) 3n1/2/4 < p < 9n1/2/10 > 
(iii) 3 < p < 3n1/2/4, 
(iv) p d 3. 
(5.1) 
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We suppress the details, but using the estimates 
log ,“- + < n(x) for all x 3 67, 
n(x) < ___ 
1o;x l + ( 
3 
___ 
2 log x ) 
for all x > 1, 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
due to Rosser and Schoenfeld [12], we are able to show that (5.1) holds 
for all p in case (i) if n 3 13,111, all p in case (ii) if n 3 3476, all p in case 
(iii) if n 3 311, and all p in case (iv) if n 3 17. Hence, we conclude g(n) < 2n 
for all n 2 13,111. A computer check up to this point reveals the 10 values 
of n stated in the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. The set of n for which no a,(n), i > 0, is the product of 
two distinct primes is { 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 
35, 39, 43, 44, 69, 70, 103, 104, 119, 268, 271, 272). 
Prooj Let S(n) denote the set of primes p E ((2n)l13, n1/2] such that 
a(@(n)/p is composite. By Theorem 4.1, for each n > 371 and each p E S(n), 
we have u(P)(n) divisible by a prime Y < (2n) li3. Moreover, u(p)(n) is divisible 
by at most one other prime in S(n). Hence 
j S(n)/ d 2r((2n)li3). (5.4) 
Now if pI , pz are two primes in ((2n) 1/3, rW] and not in S(n), then both 
atpI)( a(“z)(n) are the product of two distinct primes and are unequal. 
Hence, one is an ai for i > 0. Thus we would like to show two such primes 
exist; that is, that 
7r(n1/2) - 37r((2n)l13) > 2, (5.5) 
using (5.4). From (5.2) and (5.3) we have (5.5) for all n 3 108,037. Using 
a table of primes, we have (5.5) for all IZ > 26,569. Hence for these n, there 
is some a,(n), i > 0, the product of two distinct primes. A computer check 
for n < 26,569 reveals the 29 cases reported in the theorem. 
Remark 5. I. From the corollary to Theorem 2.1, the number of ai 
in the form pq is asymptotic to rr(n112), and hence tends to infinity. Thus for 
each k, the set of n for which fewer than k of the ai are in the form pq is 
finite. In fact, the above proof shows that for any such n > 371, 
n(n1i2) - 3rr((2n)l13) < k. The set of such n can then be computed using 
(5.2) and (5.3). 
It has been conjectured by Erdiis [3] (see also [4]) that for every k and all 
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sufficiently large n, there is a square-free integer m with exactly h- prime 
factors such that 
n < m < n + p(m), (5.6) 
where p(m) denotes the least prime factor of m. Since every m satisfying (5.6) 
must be an ad(n), this conjecture would imply that for every k and all suffi- 
ciently large n there is some ad(n), i > 0, that is the product of k distinct 
primes. Another conjecture is that for all sufficiently large n there is some 
ai( i > 0, composed entirely of primes below rW. Much weaker than these 
conjectures is this: For all sufficiently large n there is some a,(n), i :- 0, 
not in the form p, p2, or pq. We tested this last conjecture numerically and 
found there are fairly large choices for n, where every ai( i > 0, is in the 
form p, p2, or pq (e.g., n = 362,610). We also found that n = 1,021,482 
has no ai( i > 0, divisible by three distinct primes. 
In a somewhat different direction, we conjecture that the set of n for 
which every a,(n), i > 0, is square-free or the square of a prime is infinite. 
In fact we think that this set has positive asymptotic density. Our numerical 
work suggests this density may be larger than l/10. If true, this conjecture 
would imply that the set of 12 for which every m satisfying (5.6) is square-free 
has positive lower density. We can, however, give a direct proof of this last 
statement and in fact show the density exists, but we do not present the 
details here. 
Another conjecture supported by our calculations is that there are infinitely 
many n for which no a,(n) < g(n) is the square of a prime. 
For each n, let M(n) denote the set of m satisfying (5.6). As a corollary 
to Theorem 3.1 we have that for all large n there is a prime p < nI/z with 
p 7 n and p dividing no member of M(n). The analogous statement is also 
true if we replace (5.6) with the inequality n - p(m) < m < n. 
We now prove the following. 
THEOREM 5.3. The number of n < x for which some ai = p3 for some 
prime p is O(x/log x). 
Proof. We shall use the following result of Selberg [13]: If Q(x) is a 
positive increasing function with 
lim+rrf log @(x)/log x > 19/77, 
then rr(y + Q(y)) - n(y) - @( y)/log y for all values of y < x but for an 
exceptional set of measure O(x/log x). That is, for each E > 0, the set of 
y < x for which 
I 4Y + @5(Y)) - 4Y) - @(Ym% Y I 2 4Y>P% Y 
is O,(x/log x). 
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Let S be the set of n < x for which 
r(n2js + 6n1i3) - rr(n2/3) < 6n1/3/log n. 
Then for each n E S, we have 
[(n - 1)2’3, n2j3] C{ y: 0 < y < x2/s, 7r(y + 6y112) - r(y) < 4y112/logy + 11, 
so that by Selberg’s theorem, we have 
& (n213 - (n - l)“/“) = O(x2/3/log x). 
A simple calculation then shows the number of n ES is O(x/log x). Hence 
except for at most O(x/log x) choices of n ,< x we have 
n(n2f3 + 6nlls) - r(n2is) > 6rV/log n. 
Another calculation shows that except for O(x/log x) choices of n ,< x, 
there are no primes in the interval [n113, d/3 + 31. 
Let z > 0 be small and let p1 < .** <ps denote the primes in [n1j3, 
(1 + E) n1/3). By Theorem 2.1, if p is another prime, then &Q(n) # p3. 
tit&< .** < qt be the primes in (rWJ, n213 + 6n1/3). By the above con- 
siderations, except for O(x/log x) choices of n < x, we have 
Now 
p1 > n1f3 + 3 and t 3 6n113/log n. (5.7) 
qt < n2j3 + 6n1J3 < (n1i3 + 3)2 < p12, 
so that each piqt < ptp12 <p13. Hence to show no a(p)(n) = p3, it will 
suffice to show each a’@)(n) < piqt . But if a(pi)(n) > piqt , then each 
a(qr)(n) < piqi . Thus each a@j)(n) is divisible by a prime below pi . No 
at@(n) is divisible by a qi, with j’ # j. Hence 
n(n1i3) + i 3 t. 
But +z1’3) N 3n113/log n and i < s N 3~n1/3/log n. Thus, we have contra- 
dicted (5.7) if n is sufficiently large. 
Remark 5.2. If Cramer’s conjecture (2.9) is true, then Theorem 5.3 
can be considerably strengthened. Indeed if some ai = p3, then Theorem 
2.1 and (2.10) imply n1i8 < p ,( n1/3 + O(n-lj3 loge n). Hence for all suffi- 
ciently large n there would be at most one a,(n) = p3. Moreover the number 
of n < x with such an ai would be O(x2f3 log x). 
THEOREM 5.4. There is a constant c > 0 such that the number of n < x 
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for which some a,(n) = p” for some prime p and some integer k >, 4 is at 
most .x1+ for all suficiently large x. 
Proof. If a(p)(n) = pk where k > 4, then by Theorem 2.1, we have 
p < 2n114 for all large n. Then by Theorem 2.2, we have 
n<pk= &yn) < n + nll/la+f 
for all n 3 n,,(e). Then since k >, 4, we have for n > no(e), 
$1” < p < nlifi + n-l/16+~. (5.8) 
Since k <log n, a simple computation shows that the number of n < x 
for which some prime p satisfies (5.8) for some integer k is at most x19/16+0(l). 
6. THE NUMBERS g(n) 
In this section we shall look at the distribution of the numbers g(n) as well 
as their multiplicative properties. 
THEOREM 6.1. The number of values of g(n) < x is O(x/log x). 
Proof: We shall use the following recent result of Warlimont [15]: 
Let pm denote the mth prime and let d,,, = pm+l - pm . Then there is an 
absolute constant K > 0 such that for all E > 0 we have 
The actual value “+” does not appear in Warlimont’s paper, but we obtain 
this number by using Huxley [8]. We shall apply this result with E = l/12, 
so let K/12 = c. Then 
2 d, < x1-C. (6.1) 
m<z 
d,>p$ 
Let p be an arbitrary prime. From (6.1) we immediately have that the 
number s,(x) of n < x for which there are no primes in the interval [n/p, 
n/p + (n/p)‘/*] satisfies s,(x) <p(x/p)l+ uniformly. Let c’ > 0 satisfy 
c’ -c c/( 1 + c) and c’ < 5117. Then 
pzc, s,(x) < Xl-c+c’(l+c) << x/log x. 
t 
So we may assume that if n < x, p < xc’, there is a prime q E [n/p, n/p + 
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(n/p)1/4]. Theorem 2.3 then implies for each such n and each prime p < nc’, 
dp)(n) < n + p(n/p)“” < n + n*/l’ < g(n), 
the last inequality coming from (3.1). Hence except for O(x/log x) choices of 
n < x we have g(n) not divisible by any primesp < nc’. Since n < g(n) -=c 2n 
for large n, our theorem now follows. 
If g(n) is not in the form pq, then it is divisible by a prime r -=c g(n)‘/” < 
(2n)lj3 for n > 371 (using Theorem 5.1). Suppose that Cramer’s conjecture 
(2.9) holds. Then by (2.10) we have a(“)(n) - n <d/3 log2 n. Then (3.1) 
contradicts &)(n) = g(n) if n is large. Hence Cramer’s conjecture implies 
that all but finitely many values of g(n) are products of two distinct primes. 
Moreover, if the prime factorization of g(n) is pq where p < q, then (2.10) 
implies that if p -=c tV/logi n, then g(n) = d@(n) < n + cn1/2/log2 n 
again contradicting (3.1). Hence p 2 rW/log4 n. Then by Theorem 2.1 
and a simple computation we find that Cramer’s conjecture implies the 
number of g(n) d x is 0(x loglog x/log2 x). 
For the numbers below 27,500, the largest value of g(n) not in the form 
pq is 1519 = 72 * 31. We conjecture that 1519 =g(1478) is the largest 
such value of g(n). We cannot, however, even prove that g(n) is infinitely 
often in the form pq. We also conjecture that the ratio of the two conjectured 
primes in g(n) approaches 1 (or, at least, is bounded). 
From the proof of Theorem 6.1 we have the following: There are positive 
constants E and N such that for all large x there are fewer than x1+ choices 
of n < x for which g(n) has more than iV prime factors. Indeed, we just 
choose N = 1 + [l/c’]. We are not sure what the exact value of K is in 
Warlimont’s theorem. If this value of K were large enough we could prove 
the above statement for N = 2 thus obtaining infinitely many g(n) in the 
form pq. Also if K were large enough we could improve the estimate in 
Theorem 5.3 to x1-E. 
For each n, let y(n) be the number of integers m with g(m) = n. Then 
from Theorem 6.1, we have y(n) = 0 on a set of density 1. Are there infinitely 
many n for which y(n) = I? Our numerical data suggest the answer is yes, 
but that these n have relative density 0 among all n for which r(n) > 0. 
In fact, our data suggest that 1 is the second most popular nonzero value 
for y, the most popular being 2. 
Theorems 2.1 and 6.1 imply that y(n) is unbounded. Our numerical 
work has uncovered some values of n for which y(n) is very large. For 
example, ~(2623) = 190 and ~(23,381) = 514. We conjecture that 
c = lirn+yp log y(n)/log n > 0; 
perhaps c > Q . We Aote that (2.12) implies that on the Riemann hypothesis, 
c<g. 
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7. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
Let p(n) denote the largest prime factor of an integer n > 1. For each n, 
let C(n) denote the set of P(u,(n)) for all i > 0 such that a,(n) is not a prime 
nor a square of a prime. Then for n > 30, C(n) is not empty. There is a 
positive constant c and an n, such that 
max C(n) > cn2/3 for all n > n, , (7.1) 
where, of course, max C(n) denotes the largest member of C(n). Indeed, 
if E > 0, it follows from the corollary to Theorem 2.1 that for all large n, 
there are primes p < (3 + c) n l/3 with &)(n)/p prime. Hence, c can be 
taken as any number less than + . We can prove that c can be taken a little 
larger, but we cannot show max C(n)/n2i3 -+ 03. It is an easy consequence of 
Theorem 2.1 that for all sufficiently large n 
max C(n) < (n + 1)/2. (7.2) 
Equality holds for all sufficiently large n of the form 2p - 1, where p is 
prime. However, if n is the product of the first k primes, then as k---f co, 
max C(n) < (1 + o(1)) n/log n. (7.3) 
We do not know how to narrow the gap between (7.1) and (7.3). 
In Section 5 we conjectured that for all sufficiently large n, there are some 
a,(n), i > 0, composed entirely of primes below n1j2; that is, min C(n) < rW. 
We now conjecture that for every E > 0, there is an no(e) such that 
min C(n) < nc for all n > n,(e). (7.4) 
Perhaps it is possible to prove (7.4) for almost all n, but we cannot quite show 
this. It is easy to see that for each prime p, there are infinitely many II for 
which min C(n) = p. However, if p2(n) denotes the second smallest member 
of C(n), then 
P2(4 - 03 as n-co. (7.5) 
Indeed, let K be large. Ifp,(n) < K, then there are 0 < i < j with uj(n) < g(n) 
and P(q(n)) < K, P(q(n)) < K. From a result of Mahler, for each E > 0, 
there is an n,(K, e) such that for all n > n,(K, E), q(n) - a,(n) > d-e. 
But from Theorem 2.2, aj(n) - a,(n) < n le 24+c. / Then for small E we have a 
contradiction. Thus for n > n,(K, E), p2(n) > K. 
Now let s(n) be the largest a&z), i > 0, not the square of a prime but not 
square free. In Section 5 we conjectured that s(n) does not exist for a positive 
density of n. Now we conjecture that the upper asymptotic density of the set 
ofnforwhichs(n)>n+ttendstoOast-+co. 
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In another direction, we conjecture that all sufficiently large integers nt 
are of the form g(n) - n. In fact this may be true for every nonnegative 
integer m. We have verified that every m in the interval [0, IOOO] is so 
representable. We cannot even show that such m contain a positive density 
of integers. 
We now say a word about a&) for fixed i. Clearly a,(n) = n + i for 
i = 0, 1 for all n. It is not difficult to show a&) = n + p where p is the 
least prime which does not divide n. Moreover, if n is odd, then u&z) = 
n + 1 + q, where q is the least prime that does not divide n + 1. If n is even, 
we do not have a simple formula for a,(n), but we do note that a&) < n + p2 
and that equality can hold for every p and infinitely many n. We conjecture 
that for every fixed i, 
4(n) d n + (1 + o(l)) log n as n+co. (7.6) 
By the above comments we have (7.6) for i = 0, 1,2 and for i = 3 in the 
case n is odd. We note that from recent work of Iwaniec [17] we have 
Ui(n) < n + ci2 lOga n, 
where c is an absolute constant. Finally we conjecture that if&(n) is the 
least integer larger than n + k, with (n:=, (n + i), f,(n)) = 1, then f&r) 6 
n + (1 + o(1)) log n as n -+ 00. We note that if we ignore a sequence of n 
of density Ed (where Ed -+ 0) we havef&) = F&z), where F,(n) is the least 
number larger than n + k and relatively prime to k!. Furthermore, except 
for density Ed choices of n, Fk(n) < n + k + c log k. 
It is clear that ad(n) - n milogi for fixed n as i-t co. It might be 
interesting to determine for which range of i, n this result becomes true. 
8. PROGRAMMING NOTE 
This is an abstract of the computer program used for the majority of the 
results in the paper “On a Class of Relatively Prime Sequences,” by Erdiis, 
Penney, and Pomerance. The heart of the program is the construction of the 
integer Ui+l(n) mentioned in the Abstract and on the first page of the paper 
itself. We remind the reader that for a given natural number n, we put 
%(n) = n, and if uo(n),..., of(n) have been defined, then ut+l(n) is the least 
integer exceeding ai that is relatively prime to all the previously constructed 
terms uo(n),. . ., u,(n). 
The results of the paper require the computation of no term of the sequence 
beyond g(n), the largest a,(n) that is neither prime nor the square of a prime. 
In addition, no prime members of the sequence need actually be computed. 
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It is easy to see that in the finite sequence actually computed, each prime 
p < n1/2 will appear as a factor of at most one term of the sequence, and that 
terms of the sequence not divisible by such primes will be squares of primes 
q > n1!2. 
The program used takes advantage of these observations as follows. 
Suppose that n is given. Note that we always have a, = n + 1. Initially 
store the primes p < n1j2 in array A. Move to array B those primes in A 
that are divisors of n or of n + 1. The other prime factors of n and n + 1 are 
stored in a third array, say, C. 
The inductive step proceeds as follows. Suppose that a”, a, ,..., ai have 
been chosen. Form a fourth array D by this method: For each prime p 
remaining in A, let mp be the least multiple of p exceeding di . The array D 
consists of all such multiples, together with q2 where q is the least prime 
exceeding + I2 that is not already stored in C. 
The array D is then examined; its least element extracted. If this is q2, 
we have found the value of di+l . Otherwise, this element must be tested; 
if it is divisible by any prime in each B or C, it must be replaced by the next 
larger multiple of its “corresponding” prime, and D reexamined. If not, 
we have found a,+l . 
The process terminates when A is exhausted. Running records are kept of 
various information needed for the paper, including statistics on g(n) and h(n), 
existence of terms in each sequence of forms other than pq and p2, and several 
other related records. Certain accelerating options-such as use of only odd 
multiples of the primes p in A in construction of D-were used, since this 
program does not run rapidly with values of n > 10’. We omit data on such 
accelerators from this abstract, since they are many in number and about 
as trivial as the example cited. All programs were run in FORTRAN on the 
University of Georgia’s CDC Cyber 70 Model 74, under Batch mode in the 
interactive system NOS 1.2, release 446. The program consists of a driver/ 
prime generator and seven subroutines, amounting to about 350 lines of 
FORTRAN, and a photocopy may be obtained from the author of this 
note (D.E.P.). 
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